1. The result.
Theorem.
The following conditions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X are equivalent.
(a) X is extremally disconnected.
(h) C(X) [i] is totally integrally closed. (c) C*(X) [i] is totally integrally closed.
Proof. We show (b)4=>(c)<=>(a). Let 5 be the set of functions in C*(A) [i] which never vanish. It is easy to see that C(A) [i] = S~1C*iX) [i] , and that C*(A) [i] is integrally closed in CiX)[i}.
By [4, Propositions 1 and 7] , these two rings are totally integrally closed or not alike. Now assume (c). The obvious map A-* Spec C*(A) [i] which takes x into {/:/(x) =0} is an embedding, and the image is dense. But Spec C*(X) [i] must be extremal [4, Proposition 3] ; hence, X must be extremally disconnected. Now assume (a). We verify conditions (l)-(4) given in the introduction for A = C*(X) [i] .
A is obviously reduced (no nilpotents We use induction on n. The case « = 1 is trivial. Assume that w>l and that smaller degree polynomials split (for all zero dimensional X). Let Y= {yEX: all roots of Fy are equal, i.e. Fy = (t -cf)n for some cyEC}. 221=0 I hj -Cj)(hn-i/n)n~'\ vanishes precisely on Y. Hence X-Y is a cozero set and is zero dimensional.
Suppose F\ X -Y splits. Then we can extend each root function continuously (uniquely) to X by giving it the value cy for each yEY.
Continuity here follows from the Hurwitz theorem [5, p. 4, Theorem (1.5)]. Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that Y = 0.
By considering F(t -(l/n)hn-X) instead of P we may also assume that hn-x = 0. Let h= Z"-o|M lln~iEC*(X). Since Y=0, the roots of Px are never all zero, and hence h never vanishes. Let G = tn + 221-0 gP = hrnF(ht), so that gj = hj/hn~j (in particular, gn-i = 0). An easy computation shows | gf\ g 1 for each j, so that GEC*
(X) [i] [t],
and it is clear that if G splits, so does P. Since 22"-o | gj\ lln~i= 1, we may also assume without loss of generality that h = l.
We use a superscript e to denote the unique continuous extension of an element of C*(X) [i] to /3A, and also to denote the result of extending all the coefficients of a polynomial. Clearly, it suffices to show that F°EC*(f3X) [i] [t] splits. We still have /£_i = 0. Moreover, since h=l, He= zZ"=o | hj\ Un~i= 1, so that the coefficients of £" never vanish simultaneously.
Since hen-i = 0, the roots of F*x are never all equal, for then they would all have to be zero. Thus, the hypothesis of Y= 0 is preserved if we pass to consideration of /3A instead of A.
Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that A is compact and that Fx does not have n equal roots at any point. It now suffices to show that each point xEA has some neighborhood U such that A | U splits over U, lor we then get a finite cover of X by clopen sets on which £ splits. Let xEA be arbitrary. where m(c) is the multiplicity of c as a root of £". It follows easily from the Hurwitz theorem that the coefficients of G" and Hu depend continuously on u, so that £ factors nontrivially F=GH over U. By the induction hypothesis, G and TT both split over U.
Note that the conclusion of the lemma fails if we let A = C or A= {cEC: \c\ =l}. Let h be the inclusion map of X into C, and let F(t)=tn -h lor any integer «^2. The referee has pointed out the following startling example where X has a basis of clopen sets but the lemma fails: In the construction of the space Ai in 16M on p. 264 of [2] , use the unit circle of the complex plane instead of [0, l] , and let h be the restricted product projection from the resulting space X to the circle. Then once more F(t)=tn -h, « = 2, does not split. 
